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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION OF THE COURT OF APPEALS
In this criminal case, the Court of Appeals has authority to
decide the appeal based upon Utah Code Annotated, 78-2(a)-2(e),
which grants to the Court of Appeal appellate jurisdiction in final
orders involving criminal cases under Rule 3 and 4 of the Rules of
the Appellate Procedure. The Judgment in this matter is based upon
a ruling in a criminal case involving a Second Degree Felony and
jurisdiction is based on Utah Code Annotated, Section 78-2(a)-2(e).
(Appeal in a criminal case, not a First Degree Felony.)

STATEMENT OF NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS
This is an appeal from the final Judgment of the Fourth
District Court entered iff a criminal case based upon objections
made at trial, and a Motion for Mistrial.

The Defendant was

charged with twenty counts of criminal violations, one count of
Pattern of unlawful activity and nineteen counts of distribution
or arranging to distribute a controlled substance.

The Defendant

is claiming on appeal that the Court should have granted his
objection to suppress the intercepted wire communications, granted
the motion to dismiss and granted the motion for new trial which
was filed after the guilty verdicts on

ten counts of the

information.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
1.

Did the Court err in allowing the Defendant not to be

granted a Judgment of Acquittal or new trial based upon the

1

evidence concerning the controlled substance counts which consisted
of only intercepted wire tap evidence?
2.

Did the Court err in refusing to grant a new trial after

inadmissable evidence concerning the Defendant's prior convictions
or prior bad acts?
3.

Did the Court err in refusing to suppress the Court

ordered wire interception on the following grounds:
1.
The Interception of Communication Act.
Utah Code Annotated Section 77-23-a-l et seq.
(1953) violates the Utah State Constitution,
Article I Section 12 and 14.
2.
The Interception of Communications Act, Utah
Code Annotated section 77-2a-l et seq. (1953),
violates the Utah State Constitution Article
V, Section 1, because the Attorney General as
principle prosecuting attorney in the State of
Utah, and a member of the Executive Department
of the State of Utah, must authorize
application for Orders for Interception and
the supremacy clause of the United States
Constitution.
4. Standard of Review: the Utah courts should adopt a strict
standard

requiring

requirements

strict

concerning

compliance

intercepted

with

all

communications

statutory
with

no

deference to the trial courts ruling.
5.

Did the evidence which convicted of conversations the

Defendant with unidentified person about control substances meet
the requirement of being a criminal offense?
6.

Is the application of the control substance act to verbal

acts unconstitutional?

2

DETERMINATIVE STATUTES
Utah Code Annotated,

58-37-2 (1953) as follows:

(11) "Distribute" means to deliver other than
by administering or dispensing a controlled
substance or a listed chemical.
(12)
"Distribute" means a person
distributes controlled substances.

how

(6) "Deliver" or "delivery" means the actual
constructive, or attempted transfer of a
controlled substance or a listed chemical,
whether or not an agency relationship exists.
Utah Code Annotated 77-23a-l et. seq.l (1953):
(1) ...the "interception of communication act.
Utah Code Annotated 58-37-8(1)(a)(ii)(1953):
(1) Prohibited Acts ... it is unlawful for any
person knowing and intentionally .. .distribute
a controlled or counterfeit substance, or to
agree, consent offer, or arrange, to distribute
a controlled or counterfeit substances.
NATURE OF THE CASE
This case is a criminal-felony matter charging offenses under
the Controlled Substance Act, Utah Code Annotated 58-37-8 (1953)
and the offense of a Pattern of Unlawful Activity under Utah Code
Annotated 76-10-1603 (1953). The evidence obtained to prosecute the
offense was primarily obtained by Court ordered interception of
telephonic communications.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
On July 25, 1989, the case came on for hearing on the
defendant's pretrial motion to suppress. The Court heard evidence
concerning the motion to suppress and denied the motion. The case
3

then was brought to trial on the July 26 and 27, 1989 before a jury
after two pretrial hearings

DISPOSITION AT TRIAL COURT
After a two day trial, a jury verdict of guilty of Counts 3,
7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15 and 19 of the Information which were Third
Degree Felonies, and Counts 13 and 18 of the Information which were
Second

Degree

Felonies

involving

offering

and

agreeing

to

distribute a controlled substance. The defendant was found not
guilty as to counts 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 16, 17, and 20.

Counts 9 and

10 were dismissed by the court. The Court sentenced the defendant
to prison on all of the counts to run concurrently and did not
enter any fines. (Record page 358)

The Court issued a stay based

upon the issuance of a certificate of probable cause and the
defendant is presently released on an appeal bond. The Jury also
answered special interrogatories as to Count I, the Pattern of
Criminal activity charge, specifically finding that no criminal
enterprise existed and that the appellant was not associated with
the alleged criminal enterprise. (Record page 305)
RELEVANT FACTS
WITH THE CITATIONS TO THE RECORD
The first witness, Mary Tolman, was an employee of U.S. West
Communications that acted as a liaison between law enforcement
officers and U.S. West in relation to the intercepted telephone
calls from telephone number 373-2703.(Transcript of July 25,1990
p. 20)

She testified that the phone was registered to Roxanne K.
4

Peterson and had a billing address of 445 North 600 West, Provo,
Utah. (22)
Barbara Anderson of the Provo City Health Department was
called as a witness to testify as to the birth certificate of
Roxanne Peterson, a minor child born June 3# 1983 as the daughter
of Janeal Peterson.(P. 31)
The State called as a witness, David Mayberry, the landlord
of the address of 1947 North Carterville Road, Provo, Utah.(32)
He testified that the building located at that address was a
single-family

dwelling

that

upstairs\downstairs duplex.

had

been

converted

into

a

During March, 1989, the property was

rented to Janeal Peterson and he said she had given him the phone
number of 373-2703 as her phone number. He indicated that Dale Ty
Herring

and

his

girlfriend

Angel

lived

in

the

basement

apartment.(35)
The next witness was another document related witness who
testified as to the foundation of Exhibit 3, a business license
application for a business known as the "Body Shop" which was
signed by Ross Gallegos and Jeff Johnston.(40)

She testified that

Ross Gallegos used the telephone number 373-2703 and the address
of 1947 Carterville Road, Provo, Utah.(41)
received which was a registration for

Exhibit 4 was the

a 1972 Jeep CJ5, license

number VRN382.
Philip Johnson, a Provo City Police Officer, testified that
he observed the yellow CJ5 jeep at the 1947 Carterville Road
residence and at the business known as the "Body Shop". (45)
5

He

stated that Janeal Petersen had called him at the Police Department
and had given them 373-2703 number.

The next witness, Scott Finch

a police officer, also testified about the CJ5 Jeep relating that
during surveillance of the residence he saw the jeep parked there
on a almost daily basis and Ross Gallegos driving the jeep and at
the residence three times.(52) Another Provo City Police Officer,
Lee Upchurch, testified to similar observations.(58)
The State called as an expert witness Mark West, an officer
that had worked for a fourteenth month period as an undercover drug
enforcement officer. (64)

Over objection of Defense Counsel, he

testified as to the meaning of certain words in relation to "drug
language". (65)

For example, he testified that "skunky stuff"

meant high potency marijuana, that "killer", "reefer", "smoke" and
"joint" referred to marijuana. The witness described weights such
as "gram" as being a reference to cocaine and "8th" as an eighth
of an ounce of marijuana or cocaine.(70)

On cross-examination, he

stated that some terms associated with weight measurement could
also refer to methamphetamine or non-controlled substances.(76 to
80)

The officer also indicated that the term "smoke" could refer

to marijuana or cocaine and "Qfs" could refer to a quarter ounce,
or quarter pound,(84)
A second Provo City Police officer was called as an expert to
interpret phrases which were used on the intercepted telephone
calls which the police suspected involved controlled substances.
Chris Orndorff testified that he was familiar with the terms and
language used in the drug trade. (91) He said that "white" referred
6

to cocaine.
The next witness called to the stand was Keith Teusher who was
the lieutenant in charge of the "Title III" investigation and the
person that petitioned the Court for the order to intercept the
telephone calls and to tap the telephone lines. (102) He explained
the equipment used to intercept telephone calls and described the
manner in which the calls were intercepted. (108)
The State then called as a witness Dan Lemaster a person that
was party to telephone conversation 98.(131) He was asked to give
his understanding to the terms previously discussed by the two
police officers, including "coke", "skunky" as being marijuana, a
"small one" as being a small quantity, "score" as meaning "getting
some drugs", "white" as cocaine, "gamer" as an eight of an ounce
of cocaine, "killer" as "good pot", "smoke" as marijuana, "scoop"
as a "joint". (138)
Mr. LeMaster testified that he called Ross Gallegos on March
23,

1989

at

telephone

number

373-2703.

(139)

After

the

conversation was played to the jury, the witness identified himself
and the defendant as the parties to the conversation.

He stated

that when he said 'Can I come over and score1 that he wanted to buy
cocaine (142)

Dan

LeMaster

was

recalled

the

next

day

to

testify. (Transcript of July 27, 1989, page 6 to 53) At that time,
he was allowed to testify over objection, that he and Ross Gallegos
were the parties in call number 621 and that he had called up
asking Mr. Gallegos if he had any cocaine.(32)
At that time he was allowed to testify about a conversation
7

that he said took place in December, 1988. (33)

He testified that

during a car ride in which he and Ross Gallegos were in the car,
Mr. Gallegos stated that a person named Jeff Johnson had taken over
part of Ross's business in sales of marijuana (35)
On Cross-examination, Dan LeMaster stated that he did not
acquire any marijuana or cocaine during March, April, or May of
1989 from Mr. Gallegos.(39)

This period included the time period

of the two intercepted telephone conversations and took place when
he admitted to using cocaine to the extent that he was desperate
for cocaine. (38 and 41) He stated that in conversation 621 that
"Villian" and "Blake" were two individuals that Appellant indicated
may have cocaine and that neither person ever supplied him with
cocaine. (41)

Mr Lemaster described how he would get on the phone

and try to call people to accommodate him in finding cocaine.(42)
Mr. LeMaster stated that his intercepted conversations were
"just some talk" about drugs and that he knew that Mr. Gallegos
knew people who sold drugs.(43)

During the three month period, he

called a half-dozen times never obtained any controlled substances
during this time he was hoping to find drugs.

He admitted that

in call 621 that he was hoping that Mr. Gallegos could accommodate
him by finding someone from whom he could buy cocaine. (51)

The

witness, who had criminal charges and forfeiture actions dropped
in exchange for his testimony, acknowledged that the Defendant
never assisted him in getting any; cocaine and never discussed
price or terms at all. (52)
Dan LeMaster was called to the stand a third time concerning
8

call 1339.(75) He testified in relation

to the term "fun ones"

that "I think we were referring to lines of cocaine at the time or
something" and to a "gamer" as a quantity of cocaine. (75)

On

cross-examination, he admitted that there was never any cocaine
obtained or transferred. (76) He said that there was no agreement
reached and no prices set in this situation in which the Defendant
was accommodating him to see if he could obtain cocaine for the
witness.(78)
Sergio Gonzales was the other non police-officer to testify
about intercepted telephone conversations. (81)

He identified

himself and the Defendant as speakers in intercepted telephone
conversation 1502. He said the term "green paper" referred to pot.
On cross-examination he never obtained any marijuana from Ross
Gallegos and that Mr. Gallegos never agreed to distribute any
marijuana to him.(82) He said that the defendant was helping him
out to attempt to find marijuana.(82)
The balance of the witnesses were Provo City Police Officers
that participated in intercepting the telephone calls during the
Title III investigation.

The officer's were called by the State

concerning the number and time of the tape recordings made when the
telephone calls were intercepted.

Most of the officers acted as

"scribes" in preparing a written transcription which was later
typed into transcripts which were given to the jury to read at the
time the tapes were played. (See for example the testimony of Ken
Parker, July 26 transcript 101) Several of the officers testified
that after listening in on the conversations, that they conducted
9

surveillance

and

observed

persons

arriving

or

leaving

the

Carterville Road address. Officer Mark West testified that he
observed Sergio Gonzales arrive by car. (84) Officer Scott Finch
testified that he observed Ross Gallegos leave and travel to an
unknown residence in American Fork in relation to call # 1550. (90)
(The Appellant was acquitted as to call #1550, Count 20)
The

addendum

to

the brief

contains

transcripts

of

the

intercepted conversations which are the basis of each separate
conviction.

Those transcripts are as follows:

COUNT

DATE

TRANSCRIPT

3

3\23\89

143

(3rd Degree Felony)

7

3\21\1989

18

(3rd Degree Felony)

8

3\22\1989

58

(3rd Degree Felony)

11

3\24\1989

175

(3rd Degree Felony)

12

4\2\1989

606

(3rd Degree Felony)

13

4\13\1989

14

4\3\1989

624

(3rd Degree Felony)

15

4\8\1989

902

(3rd Degree Felony)

18

4\14\1989

1339

19

4\15\1989

1502\1513 (3rd degree, S Gonzales)

621\639

10

(2nd degree, Dan Lemaster)

(2nd degree, Dan Lemaster)

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
THE UTAH COURTS SHOULD ADOPT A STANDARD REQUIRING STRICT
COMPLIANCE WITH UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 77-23a-l ET SEQ.
THE UTAH INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATION ACT VIOLATES 18
U.S.C. 2516(2) BY NOT LIMITING APPLICATIONS FOR
AUTHORIZATIONS FOR WIRETAPS TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.
THE ORDER FAILED TO STATE SUFFICIENT GUIDELINES FOR
MINIMIZATION AND DID NOT REQUIRE STATEMENTS AN ATTEMPTS
TO MINIMIZE.
A REVIEW BY THE COURT OF AND OF THE TECHNIQUE FOR
INTERCEPTING CALLS WILL CAUSE THE COURT TO SUPPRESS THE
WIRETAPS EVIDENCE FOR FAILURE TO TERMINATE CONVERSATION
NOT AUTHORIZED FOR INCEPTION
THE ORDER AUTHORIZING INTERCEPTION DID NOT PROPERLY LIMIT
THE PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO INTERCEPT COMMUNICATIONS AND
IS INVALID.
THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN NOT GRANTING THE MOTIONS MADE
BY THE APPELLANT TO DISMISS AND THE MOTION TO ARREST
JUDGMENT IN LIGHT OF THE INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE AS TO HE
COUNT ON WHICH THE DEFENDANT WAS NOT ACQUITTED
THE APPLICATION OF UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 58-37-8(1) (A) (II)
TO THE VERBAL ACTS PROSECUTED IN THIS CASE IS Overbroad
AND VAGUE AND IN UNCONSTITUTIONAL
THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN NOT GRANTING
THE APPELLANT TO DISMISS AND THE
JUDGMENT AS TO COUNTS 13, AND 18,
FELONIES, BECAUSE THE EVIDENCE
ACCOMMODATION AND NO DISTRIBUTION

THE MOTION MADE BY
MOTION TO ARREST
THE SECOND DEGREE
ESTABLISHED ONLY

THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN NOT GRANTING THE APPELLANT'S
REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTIONS
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN NOT GRANTING THE APPELLANT'S
MOTION FOR MISTRIAL BASED UPON IRRELEVANT, UNFAIRLY
PREJUDICIAL
TESTIMONY
CONCERNING
THE
APPELANT'S
PREVIOUSLY ARREST.
CONCLUSION AND REQUEST FOR RELIEF
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DETAILS OF THE ARGUMENT

THE UTAH COURTS SHOULD ADOPT A STANDARD REQUIRING STRICT COMPLIANCE
WITH UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 77-23a-l ET SEQ.
In the case of State v. Pottle, 677 P2d 1 (Ore. 1984) , the
Oregon Supreme Court applied

a strict standard for court review

in relation to applying the statutes for intercepted communications. The standard applied was stricter than the substantial
compliance standard applied by the Federal Courts. The Appellant
submits that the Utah Courts should adopt the same standard and
that standard should be applied in considering the trial court's
denial of the Appellant's Motion to Suppress.
In Pottle, the Oregon Supreme Court reasoned that because of
the inherent dangers and potential for abuse, the State courts
should require "strict compliance" with all statutory requirements
leading to the issuance of wiretaps.

In Pottle case, the Court

found that the wiretap order was fatally defective where it did not
contain

adequate minimization provisions.

The standard
involving

all

of review should be applied to all issues

orders

authorizing

the

interception

of

communications on the trial or appellate level. This COurt should
impact a standard of strict compliance with all aspects of Utah
Code Annotated 77-233-1, et seq. (1953) in order that trail counts
will have a specific standard to review orders usually issued by
other district court judge prior to the institution of criminal
charges.

12

In the recent case under Rule 11 of the Utah Rules of
Criminal Procedure of State v. Valencia, 776 P.2d 1331 (Utah App.
1989)

stated that "strict and not just substantial compliance is

required under Rule 11."

The court held that the facts to

determine whether the Defendant entered a knowing plea facts may
not be presumed from a silent or incomplete examination. The court
stated in Valencia that the failure to make adequate findings on
the record constitutes reversible error in order that the appellate
Court

can

review

the basis

for the plea. In addition,

the

sufficiency of the order was based upon the application and no
deference should be given to the trial court's ruling at the time
the application was reviewed concerning admissibility at trial.
State v. Burton, 145 Utah Adv. Rep. 37 (Utah 1990)
This same of strict compliance standard should be adopted in
reviewing challenged orders allowing for of strict compliance the
interception of communications.

Electronic

surveillance is as

drastic an intrusion which requires a standard of strict compliance
in all aspects to avoid the great potential for abuse of this
investigative technique. State v. Pottle, and State v. Sitko, 460
A.2d 1 (R.I. 1983), if the Court does not required the Attorney
General to sign all applications for wiretaps as set forth in Point
II of this Brief, the standard of strict review must be applied in
Utah because of the diffusion of authority which will exist if each
county Attorney can file application for wiretaps.
The Order authorizing the interception in the Appellants case
was issued by Judge Boyd Park of the Fourth District Court, in Case
13

No. CR 89-38. The Appellant filed a written motion asserting that
the order was invalid and illegal because the application was not
properly authorized and the affidavit in support of the order
authorizing

interception of the wire communication

misrepresented
probable

material

cause.

facts necessary

The appellant

then

omitted or

to the connection of

specified

the

following

specific problems:

(a) . The information from the confidential informant,
and other non law enforcement persons,
identified only as "DOC", is unreliable and an
evidentiary hearing will disclose that the
informant made intentional misrepresentation
or omissions.
(b). The affidavit omitted material facts concerning
the Defendant's criminal history available to
the affiant.(A Copy of appellantfs UBI
criminal history was admitted as an exhibit,
(see July 25, 1989 Transcript p.14 and 29)
(c) . The affidavit on its face does not support the
issuance of an order and the need for
interception of wire communications.
(d) . The affidavit failed to significantly indicate
normal investigative procedures had failed or
appeared unlikely to succeed.
(e) The Court issuing the order erred in not requiring
a sworn testimony in addition to the applications filed
with the Court.
(f)
The affidavit omitted information
available to the investigating police agency
which should have been disclosed to the issuing
court, including the fact that the informant
was paid to obtain information.(See transcript
of Pretrial Hearing held July 12, 1989)
(g) The communications were unlawfully intercepted and
the police agency conducting the investigation did not
adequately minimize interception of communications.(See
transcript of Pretrial Hearing held July 12, 1989)
14

(h) The application did not establish probable
cause that the telephone number, listed under
a person other than the Defendant, was
commonly used by the Defendant.
(i) The contents of the wire communication were not
properly sealed and recordings were improperly
disclosed in violation of Utah Code Annotated
77-23a-10 (1953).
All of these objections were presented and argued to the Court
after an Evidentiary hearing. The Appellant moved to suppress the
wiretaps on the basis of the statute, the specific objections to
the application and the order, and the manner in which the order
was executed.(See Attorneys' summary and oral presentation in the
Transcript of July 25, 1990, pages 15 through 64).
However, in ruling on the Motions the Court merely denied the
motions without any specific findings as to the sufficiency of the
Application, the manner of execution, or any of the detailed,
specific objections made by the Appellant.(See the courts oral
ruling in the Transcript of July 26, 1990, page 4, lines 21 and
22) .

This Court should reverse either because of the lack of

Findings

in order that the Court can review the application

presented by Judge Park and Judge Park's Order under the standard
of strict compliance.
II,
THE UTAH INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATION ACT VIOLATES 18
U.S.C. 2516(2) BY NOT LIMITING APPLICATIONS FOR
AUTHORIZATIONS FOR WIRETAPS TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.
Congress in adopting Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act of 1968, 18 U.S.C. 2510 to 2520 preempted the

15

field of electronic surveillance under the power to regulate
interstate communication.

In Title III, Congress allowed for

concurrent state regulation of electronic surveillance subject, at
the minimum, to the requirements of federal regulation.

The

applicable section of federal law, 18 U.S.C. 2516(2) provides,
"The principal prosecuting attorney of any State,
or the principal prosecuting attorney of any political
subdivision thereof, if such attorney is authorized by
a statute of that State . . . may apply . . . for . . .
an order authorizing, or approving the interception of
wire or oral communications . . .." (p. 4385.)
While

a State may

adopt

a statute with

standards more

stringent than the federal law, a state may not adopt a statute
with standards more permissive than those set forth in Title III
and the State statute may not supercede federal law.

Sanders v.

State, 469 A.2d 476 (Md.App. 156) and United States v. Geller, 560
F.Supp. 1309

(D.C.Pa. 1983), aff'd 745 F.2d 49

(1984).

The

appellant submits that the Utah Statutory scheme violates federal
law.
The legislative history of Title III sets forth the policy
reasons underlying the reasons for limiting applications signed by
the principal Prosecuting Attorney. In

Federal Court Appeals

described the legislative history by stating:
" . . . Congress was well aware of the grave threat
to the privacy of every American that is posed by modern
techniques of electronic surveillance [citing S.Rep.
1097]. While recognizing the importance of wiretapping
in combating organized crime . . .,
Congress was concerned lest overzealous law enforcement
officers rely excessively upon such techniques in lieu
of less intrusive investigative procedures."
16

United States v. King,

478 F.2d 494, 503.

(9 Cir. 1974)

In State v. Farha. 544 P.2d 341 (Kan. 1975), the Kansas
Supreme Court ruled that a state statute was in conflict with 18
U.S.C. 2516(2) and suppressed evidence of a wiretap.

The Court

stated that strictly interpreting the authority of the federal act
would result in placing the authority in the Kansas Attorney
General. The Court indicated that designating the attorney general
as principal prosecuting attorney would eliminate any possible
after

the

fact

question

as

to

the

identifiable

individual

responsible for application.
The Court in Kansas stated:
These authorization requirements are not mere
technicalities; they are at the hear of the congressional
scheme. Their purpose is not just to protect the rights
of defendant, but also those of the general public from
abuse of the awesome power of electronic surveillance.
(United States v. King, supra, p. 505). The procedures
outlined in 18 U.S.C. Section 2516 must be strictly
complied with by law enforcement officers (United States
v. Narducci, D.C., 341 F.Supp. 1107; In re Olander,
supra).
In Utah, the Attorney General as a member of the Executive
Department is the principal prosecuting attorney of the state and
should be the only official capable of authorizing and applying for
a wiretap as a result of Utah's unique statutory system. Under the
Constitution and statutes the following provisions defines the role
of the Attorney General or the principle prosecuting official:
Article VII, Section 1: The elective constitutional
officers of the Executive Department shall consist of the
Governor, . . . and Attorney General . . . They shall
perform such duties as are prescribed by their
Constitution and as provided by law.
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Utah Code Annotated, 67-5-1 (1953):

It is the duty of the

attorney general::
(1) To attend the Supreme Court of their State, and all
courts of the United States and prosecute or defend all
matters to which the state . . . is a party . . .
(2) To exercise supervisory powers over the district and
county attoarneys of the state in all matters pertaining
to the duties of their offices, and from time to time
require of them reports as to the condition of public
business entrusted to their charge.
County attorneys are not specified in the Constitution as
members

of

the Executive Department

and

are subject

to the

supervision of the Attorney General when they act as public
prosecutors.

The

statutes relevant

to the power

of County

Attorneys are as follows:
Utah Code Annotated, 17-8-1 (1953):

The County Attorney is

a public prosecutor and must:
(1) Conduct on behalf of the state all prosecutions for
public offenses committed within his county, except for
misdemeanor prosecutions under city or town ordinances
and appeals therefrom.
(3) . . . All the duties and powers of public prosecutor
shall be assumed and discharged by the county attorney.
The County attorney shall appear and prosecute for the
state in the district court of his county in all criminal
prosecutions . . .
(6) He shall also, on the 1st day of August of each
year, file a report with the attorney general . . .
stating the number of criminal prosecutions in his
district, the character of the offenses charged, the
number of convictions, the amount of fines and penalties
imposed, and the amount collected.
Unlike the Attorney General, the County Attorney is not part
of the executive department.

Article IX, which concerns the

judicial department provides for a system of public prosecutors to
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be established by the legislature.

That section states:

Section 16. [Public prosecutors.]
The Legislature shall provide for a system of public
prosecutors who shall have primary responsibility for the
prosecution of criminal actions brought in the name of
the State of Utah and shall perform such other duties as
may be provided by statute. Public prosecutors shall be
elected in a manner provided by statute, and shall be
admitted to practice law in Utah.
The Appellant submits that under the Utah statutory scheme,
as set forth above, that the only stated Utah is the political
entity capable of prosecuting felony criminal offenses subject to
wiretaps

in

the

State

of

Utah.

A

county

can

only

enact

misdemeanors by ordinance and all felony offenses are to be
prosecuted in the name and on behalf of the State of Utah . Utah
Code Annotated 77-1-5 (1953).

Under the Utah system, the Attorney

General as a member of the Executive Department is the principal
prosecuting attorney on behalf of the State. County Attorney in
Utah are essentially exercising delegated power from the Attorney
General.
The County Attorney is subordinate to the Attorney General in
the public prosecutor system under which criminal offenses are
prosecuted in the name of the State.

The Attorney General is the

centralized, identifiable upper echelon official who should be
responsible for abuses developed in wiretaps in the State of Utah.
United States v. Giodano. 416 U.S. 505 (U.S. 1978).
In State v. Jiminez, 588 P.2d 707 (Utah 1978), the Utah
Supreme Court was called upon to determine if the Attorney General
could lawfully conduct a prosecution in Salt Lake County without
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assisting the Salt Lake County Attorney. The Court was called upon
to interpret the interplay between Utah Code Annotated 67-5-1
(Attorney General) and 17-18-1 (County Attorney).

The Court held

that the Attorney Generals sphere of authority was defined under
common law which Utah had adopted. Under common law, the Attorney
General

is the

top

legal

advisor

with

criminal

prosecution

authority was the chief law officer of the State.
Therefore,

this

Court

should

find

the

Utah

statue

in

unconstitutional under the United States and Utah Constitution and
in violation of 18 U.S.C. 2510 and enter on Order reversing the
conviction of the Defendant- Appellant.

Ill,
THE ORDER FAILED TO STATE SUFFICIENT GUIDELINES FOR
MINIMIZATION AND DID NOT REQUIRE STATEMENTS AN ATTEMPTS
TO MINIMIZE.
The order is

deficient on its face in failing to either (1)

issue guidelines concerning the manner, method, and procedures for
minimization
minimizations.

or

(2)

requiring

periodic

reports

concerning

United States v. Scott, 516 F.2d 751 (U.S. App.

D.C. 1975), rehearing denied 522 F.2d 1333, and State v. Pottle,
677 P.2d 1 (Or. 1984).
In this case, the only language of the order of Judge Park
directions which stated that . . .
. . . (7) that all communication intercepted
pursuant

to his

order

shall

be monitored

personally, and such monitoring pursuant to
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this order must be terminated upon discovery
that the conversation is not relevant to the
provisions of this order.(A Copy of the order
attached in the addendum)
The order set forth in the appendum techniques in this case
does not even mention minimization techniques and fails to take
affirmative steps to protect against interception of non-targeted
calls.

The Judge left minimization

to the police to execute the

interception without any restrictions or directions. Even though
subsequent periodic reports were made to the judge and attempts
were made by the police on their own initiative to minimize
interception, the order on its face does not comply with the
statute

and

delegates

the

function

of

minimization

to

the

investigating agency. This Court should require every Court order
to set forth the manner and method of minimization.
This Court should review the order of Judge Park and rule that
there has not been strict compliance with the statutory requirement
of minimization.
procedures

whereby

The order does not adequately set forth any
communications

once

terminated

may

be

periodically reviewed and any procedure violates the specifics of
the Court order. Therefore, the failure requires that the evidence
be suppressed, the convictions reversed, and

the lower court

ordered to enter a judgement of acquittal.

IV.
A REVIEW BY THE COURT OF AND OF THE TECHNIQUE FOR
INTERCEPTING CALLS WILL CAUSE THE COURT TO SUPPRESS THE
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WIRETAPS EVIDENCE FOR FAILURE TO TERMINATE CONVERSATION
NOT AUTHORIZED FOR INCEPTION.
Beyond the Order itself, the appellant submits that the police
officers doing conducting the wiretap and executing the order
failed to adequately limit the communication intercepted.

State

v. Tucker, 662 P. 2d 345 (Or.App. 1983). The Courts have ruled that
any inquiry into possible noncompliance with the minimization
requirement by its very nature calls for an examination of the
facts of the monitoring agents1 conduct during the duration of the
authorized inception.

United States v. Scott. 504 F.2d 194 (U.S.

App. D.C. 1974).
The Judge did not provide any guidelines
relating

to

termination

minimization.
of

interception

The

order

on

its

in the order
face

requires

of the calls not authorized

inception and there is no provision for.

for

The only calls which

could be intercepted and not immediately terminated are calls as
defined related to the case of marijuana or "other dangerous drugs"
as defined in paragraph 3 of the order defining the scope of the
subject calls. The Order stated " . . . (7) that all communication
intercepted pursuant to his order shall be monitored personally,
and such monitoring pursuant to this order must be terminated upon
discovery that the conversation is not relevant to the provisions
of this order".
At the pretrial hearing held in this matter, the appellant
presented evidence that the police failed to terminate non-relevant
calls.

(See transcript of July 12, 1989 hearing and exhibit from
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that hearing).

The officers testified that a technique of "spot

monitoring" was used where they would listen in periodically to
every

call.

The

requirement

of

each

call

being

monitored

personally is not a minimization requirement because the officers
could listen in on one-hundred percent of each call.

Therefore,

the monitoring agents seized evidence part of calls not authorized
by the order and the Court must reverse the conviction of the
ground that the trial Court should have suppressed the calls
intercepted under the authority of the illegal Order.

THE ORDER AUTHORIZING INTERCEPTION DID NOT PROPERLY LIMIT
THE PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO INTERCEPT COMMUNICATIONS AND
IS INVALID.
The

ex

parte

order

authorizing

the

inception

of

wire

communication incurred by Judge Park states that:
(4) The authorization is given to any officer or employee
of Provo City Police Department, to James R. Taylor or
other Deputy Utah County Attorney attorneys and peace
officers of the Utah County Sheriff's Department under
the direction of Lieutenant Keith Teusher to intercept
or assist in the interception of the above described
communication.
The order

is over broad and in violation of Utah Code

Annotated 77-23a-2(5) and 77-23a-3(d) (1953) in that the order
allows non-peace officer employees to intercept communications, (see
July 25, 1989 Transcript p.35 as to oral motion and argument)
Utah Code Annotated clearly indicates that law enforcement
officers should be responsible for intercepting communications and
not employees of the police department.
P.2d 243 (Colo. 1984).

See State v. Ingram. 684

Therefore, the Court should enter an order
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reversing the conviction and ordering that the court should enter
an order suppressing the evidence seized by the order authorizing
the interception of communication.
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XI
THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN NOT GRANTING THE MOTIONS MADE
BY THE APPELLANT TO DISMISS AND THE MOTION TO ARREST
JUDGEMENT IN LIGHT OF THE INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE AS TO
EACH COUNT ON WHICH THE DEFENDANT WAS NOT ACQUITTED
Set forth in the appendum to this brief are the transcripts
of the intercepted telephone calls which were transcribed from
State's Exhibit 5, the tape which was played to the jury.

This

Court is in a unique position in this matter to be able to study
the evidence upon which each conviction is based by listening to
the same evidence heard by the judge and jury or by reviewing the
transcripts of the intercepted communications set forth in the
appendum.
This Court may overturn a conviction for insufficient evidence
when it is apparent that the evidence is insufficient to prove each
element of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt. State v. Petree,
Utah, 659 P.2d 443, 444 (1983) and State v. Fox. 709 P.2d 316 (Utah
1985).
In State v. Wright. 744 P. 2nd 315 (Utah App. 1987), the Court
in ruling on the sufficiency of the evidence in a case involving
distribution of a controlled substance state that:
The relevant concerning is whether the Defendant
performed the actual sale, or merely acted as an agent
between the officer and the source. The latter does not
fall within the prohibition of distribution of a
controlled substance for value, (at 320).
The Court indicated based upon State v. Udell. ^28 P.2nd 131
(Utah 1986) and State v. Ontiveros. 674 P.2d 103 (Utah 1983) that
mere accommodation to a prospective buyer does not result in
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conduct that is sufficient to prove distribution.
The Appellant

was charged with offering

or agreeing to

distribute a controlled substance in each count.

After the State

rested, the appellant moved to dismiss Counts 2 through 20 on the
grounds that there was no showing of any distribution in that many
of the counts involved proposed

sharing of small amounts of

marijuana between Ross Gallegos and Janeal Peterson. The appellant
also moved to dismiss because of lack of evidence of a transfer and
only evidence of possible future transfers without value.

The

Appellant moved to dismiss because there was no evidence of any
furtherance of any alleged arrangement or agreement as well as a
lack of

identification

of the proposed

distributee's

of the

proposed possible future transactions. (Transcript of July 27, 1989,
pages 99 through 111).
The State never proved all of the elements of the offense. As
set forth in State v. Renfro,

735 P.2d 43 (Utah) the elements

require proof the parties discussed a price or transfer, an
agreement setting a price and an agreement to make an exchange. The
appellant submits that none of the transcripts contain all of the
elements of the criminal offense charged.
Only Counts 13, 18, and 19 involved evidence other than the
testimony of the police officers and intercepted communications.
In Count 19, Sergio Gonzales was the other non police-officer to
testify about intercepted telephone conversations, and the alleged
accomplice identified himself and the Appellant as speakers in
intercepted telephone conversation 1502. He said the term "green
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paper" referred to pot, but that he never obtained any marijuana
from Ross Gallegos and that Mr. Gallegos never agreed to distribute
any marijuana to him.

He said that the appellant was helping him

out in trying to find a source and to attempt to find marijuana and
never made any arrangements to distribute marijuana. (See Transcript
of July 27, 1989, page 81 to 84)
The statutory definition for the offense charged

in the

information is directed to situations where there is a person who
distributes the controlled substance, a distributor, and a person
who received the controlled substance, a distributee.
Utah Code Annotated, 58-37-2, in Subsection
substance listed under the Act.

(4) defines

In Section (5) the Act defines

counterfeit substances an meaning any substance that is represented
to be a controlled substance.
58-37-8

dealing

controlled

or

with

While the specific provision under

offering

counterfeit

and

arranging

substances,

it

discusses

is clear

from

both
the

Information that the Appellant is being charged with specific
controlled substances.
The prosecution did not make any motion to amend at any time
during the trial to attempt to allege counterfeit substances using
the

definition

which

would

involve

any

substance

that

is

represented to be a controlled substance, and therefore they must
prove as an element that the specific controlled substance which
was involved for each count.
For example, the appellant was convicted as to Count III in
relation to call #143.

In that sixty-five second call
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the

Appellant states to a person only identified through the phone call
as Mike Ovard.

Mr. Gallegos states that the "smoke" never "came

through" and that he cannot "line up an elbow" and that he will
"check around or whatever".

No substance was identified, no

agreement or arrangement or conspiracy is even implied and there
is no evidence to infer a intent to distribute, transfer, or
deliver a controlled substance. Furthermore, the substance is not
identified

as

a

controlled

substance.

testified that smoke could be marijuana.

The

prior

"experts"

However, testimony was

introduced that cocaine could be smoked and there is a great number
of legal items that can be smoked.
The evidence introduced as to this count and the balance of
the counts is subject to a possible interpretation
Appellant

and

the

other

people

were

possibly

that the

taking

about

substances that were represented to be controlled substances.
However, the Statesfs burden is to prove beyond a reasonable doubt
that they

knowingly

and

intentionally

offered

distribute a specific controlled substance.

and

agreed to

The evidence is

lacking on all of the Counts as to this element.
The Appellant submits that the evidence is lacking because the
other alleged parties to the agreement were never adequately
identified. This Court must speculate that the voices were persons
that intended to enter into an arrangement to receive control
substances.
As the Appellant argued at the commencement of this trial,
the application the holding in State v. Harrison, 601 P.2nd 922,
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and the cases through State v. Pixel, 744, P. 2nd 1366 (Utah 1987),
is inappropriate. These cases clearly dealt with person who could
be described as distributor and involved a statute which had the
element of value.

It is a different situation from a person how

offers and intends to distribute a controlled substance for value
to another person to the situation where a person possessing
Marijuana offers to allow another person to use the Marijuana or
talk with someone about sharing the substance or possibly being a
distributee.
The Appellant submits that the failure to prove the elements
of an offense requires a reversal of each count.

Each specific

call should be viewed as to whether the call establishes a criminal
offense.

This is not a case where all of the calls can be

considered to determine if one criminal conspiracy was proven. In
this case there are calls to various persons who were never
sufficiently identified. The jury expressly found in answer to the
interrogatories as to Count I that there was no enterprise.
Instead,

there

is

10

separate

felonies

based

upon

specific

telephone calls. None of the telephone calls are sufficient to
establish the parties, terms, or other requisite elements of an
agreement to actually distribute a specific controlled substance,
therefore, the Court should reverse each count.
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VII
THE APPLICATION OF UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 58-37-8(1) (A) (II)
TO THE VERBAL ACTS PROSECUTED IN THIS CASE IS OVERBROAD
AND VAGUE AND IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL AND VIOLATES THE
FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
In the case of State v. Harrison. 601 P.2nd 922 (Utah 1979),
the

Utah

Supreme

Court

held

the

predecessor

statute

was

constitutional and not overbroad or vague in relation to offering
and arranging situations. The Courts reasoning was directly related
to the value aspect of the offense.

In State v. Harrison. State

v. Renfro. 735 P.2d 43 (Utah 1987) and subsequent decisions, there
was

involved

distribution
identified.

a

factual

for

value

pattern
and

a

where
specific

there

was

controlled

an

actual

substance

The Court stated:

Conspiracy statutes are not unconstitutionally
vague simply because the fail to specify what
type of overeat act qualifies. The intent,
couple with any action in furtherance thereof,
complete the offense, and no confusion exists
as to the whether any given course of conduct
is criminal or not. Likewise, in the present
situation, the citizen is put on notice by the
statute, that if he intends the distribution
for sale of a controlled substance, any act in
furtherance
of
an arrangement
therefor
constitutes the criminal offense described by
the statute.
In State v. Renfro, the Court indicated that the element of
the offense of "arranging" under Utah Code Annotated 58-37-8 (1)
(a) (iv) (1953). (Before the 1987 amendment) were:
1.

The Defendant discussed the price;

2.

The Parties set a price;

3.

And, the parties agreed to make an exchange.
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Since the case of State v. Harrison, the statute has been
amended and the prerequisite concerning value for the offense has
been deleted.

The Appellant submits that the statute as applied

in this case is unconstitutionally vague and over-broad because it
does not clearly define the conduct prohibited when the element of
a sale for value is absent.

State v. Murphy, 674 P.2nd 1220 (Utah

1983) .
The due process constitutional prohibition against vagueness
requires that offenses must be defined with sufficient precision
to permit uniform interpretation and application by those charged
with enforcing the statutes. State v. Fontana, 609 B.2d 1042 (Utah
1984) and United States v. Harris, 347 U.S.612 (1954). As a result
of the combination of the deletion of the element of value and the
broad language of the arranging statute, the State can charge
criminal offenses in relation to situations which involve nonspecific, general discussions concerning

the use of possible

controlled substances. Under the State's theory, a person offering
to

share

misdemeanor

an

amount
is

guilty

of

marijuana

of

a

which

felony

would

because

constitute

a

he

"offers" to

"distribute" when he passes to the other party

a marijuana

cigarette.
If, on the otherhand, a sale for value is contemplated and the
crime focuses on the person offering to sell and transact to sell
a controlled substance, the criminal offense would not be vague and
over-broad as the Court ruled in Harrison. But to include the type
of conduct that is charged in this case renders the statutory
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scheme unconstitutional.
A

conspiracy

involves

two persons,

while

this

offense

involves unilateral "offers" about possible transfers or even
discussions

conveying

controlled substances.

information where a person my

obtain

The scope of criminal liability must be

limited to at least the broad conduct proscribed under conspiracy
law.

This is the reason counsel for the accused asked the Court

for instructions adding the "in furtherance" language.
The Appellant submits that as applied under the facts of the
intercepted

telephone

calls,

Utah

Code

Annotated

58-
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8(1)(a)(ii)(1953) violates the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution.
VIII
THE LOWER COURT ERRED IN NOT GRANTING THE MOTIONS MADE
BY THE APPELLANT TO DISMISS AND THE MOTION TO ARREST
JUDGEMENT AS TO COUNTS 13, AND 18, THE SECOND DEGREE
FELONIES, BECAUSE THE EVIDENCE ESTABLISHED ONLY
ACCOMMODATION AND NO DISTRIBUTION
At the close of the State's case on direct, the defendant
moved to dismiss and stated as one ground that the State had to
show more than mere talking about drugs between the defendant and
mostly unknown persons and that there must be some furtherance of
the alleged arrangement and not merely accommodation.(Record page
110) The Court took that motion under advisement and before the
Court denied the motion, the defendant filed a Motion to Arrest
Judgement and Motion for new trial. (Record 349)
The

definition

Annotated,

of

distribute

is

58-37-2 (1953) as follows:
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found

under

Utah

Code

(11) "Distribute" means to deliver other than
by administering or dispensing a controlled
substance or a listed chemical.
(12)
"Distribute" means a person how
distributes controlled substances.
(6) "Deliver" or "delivery" means the actual
constructive, or attempted transfer of a
controlled substance or a listed chemical,
whether or not an agency relationship exists.
Notwithstanding this definition, the trial court denied the
defendant's motion to dismiss and motion to arrest judgement as to
Count 13 (Call# 621 and 639) and Count 18 (Call# 1339).
In State v. Wright, 744 P. 2nd 315 (Utah App. 1987), the Court
in ruling on the sufficiency of the evidence in a case involving
distribution

of

a

controlled

substance

state

that

mere

accommodation to a prospective buyer does not result in conduct
that is sufficient to prove distribution.
In relation to Counts 13 and 18, the only

non-foundational

testimony offered by the State is essentially the "drug language
interpretation" of the police officer witnesses and the testimony
of two of the persons that were parties to conversations, Dan
LeMaster and Sergio Gonzales.

The appellant submits that the

testimony concerning the alleged meaning of the terms in a drug
context does nothing more than to tend to prove that drugs were a
topic of discussion during the telephone calls.

The testimony of

these parties to the intercepted calls is exculpatory because both
of the alleged accomplices established that no distribution was
agreed upon and no distribution ever took place.
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Dan LeMaster stated that he did not acquire any marijuana or
cocaine whatsoever during March, April, or May of 1989 from or
through Mr. Gallegos. This period included the entire time covered
by the information and the time period of the two intercepted
telephone conversations and took place when he admitted to using
cocaine to the extent that he was desperate for cocaine. He stated
that in conversation 621 that "Villian" and "Blake" were two
individuals that the defendant told him that may possibly have
cocaine.

He testified that neither person ever supplied him with

controlled substances.
Mr. LeMaster stated that his intercepted conversations were
"just some talk" about drugs and that he knew that Mr. Gallegos
knew people who sold drugs. During the three month period, he
called a half-dozen times never obtained any controlled substances
during this time he was hoping to find drugs. He admitted that he
was hoping that Mr. Gallegos could accommodate him by finding
someone from whom he could buy cocaine and did not care from what
source he obtained the controlled substances.
When Dan LeMaster was called to the stand a third time, he
testified in relation to the term "fun ones" that "I think we were
referring to lines of cocaine at the time or something" and to a
"gamer" as a quantity of cocaine.

Further, he admitted that there

was never any cocaine obtained, transferred, or exchanged in any
manner.

He said that there was no agreement reached and no prices

set in this situation in which the Appellant was accommodating him
to see if he could obtain cocaine for the witness.
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The Appellant submits that if the Court does not reverse these
convictions the application of the statute is unconstitutionally
overbroad.

Actual

and

even

intended

distribution

becomes

irrelevant in a offense that proscribes discussions among persons
about the subject of illegal drugs.

IX
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN NOT GRANTING THE APPELLANT'S REQUESTED
JURY INSTRUCTIONS
The Defendant requested that the Court give the following
instructions:
1.

In order to establish that a person has agreed to commit
an act as set forth in these instructions, it is
necessary to show, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the
actor had the conscious intent to perform the act to
which he has agreed and took some action in furtherance
to that intent.(Record page 236)

2.

The essential elements of the crime charged in Count II
of the information are as follows:
(1) . That the Defendant, on or about March 23,
1989, was present in Utah County, State of
Utah.
(2) . That the Defendant, knowingly and
intentionally, agreed, consented offered or
arranged to distribute a controlled substance.
(3) . That the Defendant took some action in
furtherance of the arrangement.
(4) .
The substance to be distributed was
marijuana.(Record page 238)

3.

If you have a reason able doubt on any count as to
whether or not the substance subject to the alleged
arrangement was marijuana or cocaine or some other
substance, you must acquit the Defendant of that count.
(Record page 229).

4.

If you find that the Defendant in any act was merely
accommodating another person to set if a source of
controlled substance other than the Defendant would sell
to the requesting party, you must find the Defendant not
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guilty (Record page 240) .
5.

The

Merely accommodating another party by checking to see if
someone else had controlled substances is not standing
alone sufficient evidence of any arrangement. (Record
page 241).
Court denied the request to give both of these

instructions and gave an instruction that listed the elements as
follows:
1. That the defendant, Ross Gallegos, did distribute,
agree, consent, offer or arrange to distribute Marijuana,
a controlled substance,
2. That the defendant did so intentionally and knowingly.
3. That the acts of the defendant occurred in Utah
County, State of Utah, on or about March 23, 1989.
(Record page 270)
The Appellant submits that the instructions given by the trial
court failed to adequately inform the jury as to the elements of
the charged offenses and as applied, the instructions denied the
Defendant

due

process

of

law

because

the

instructions

were

overbroad and vague as set forth above in this brief.
X
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN NOT GRANTING THE APPELLANT'S MOTION FOR
MISTRIAL BASED UPON IRRELEVANT, UNFAIRLY PREJUDICIAL TESTIMONY
CONCERNING THE APPELLANT'S PREVIOUS ARRESTS.
Officer Ken Parker was called to testify as a "scribe" to
the

first

telephone

conversation

that

was

introduced

evidence, (see transcript of July 26, 1989 page 119)

into

When asked

when he had spoke to the appellant Ross Gallegos he said " I Spoke
with Ross as I worked as a jailer at Provo City" (119)

Defense

counsel objected and moved for a mistrial.(120)
Out of the presence of the jury, defense counsel examined the
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witness and he indicated that he had meet the appellant in 1986 at
the jail and that in 1989 when listening as a scribe, he was not
able

to

identify

conversation.(124)

the

appellant's

voice

from

the

1986

The appellant moved for a mistrial on the

grounds that the damaging inquiry concerning jail was irrelevant
since the witness did not use it to form an opinion as to
foundation and the next witness, Dan LeMaster, was the other party
to the call and would identify the appellant as

the speaker.

The Court took the motion for mistrial under advisement and
did not rule on the motion until after a second similar incident
of inadmissible testimony was introduced before the jury. During
the testimony of Dan LeMaster, he responded that in relation to the
time frame of a conversation that "Ross had been busted a little
while before that." (page 34 of July 27, 1989 Transcript)
Rule 404
exclusion

of

(b) of the Utah Rules of Evidence provide for
the

evidence

and

the Judge

properly

sustained

objections to the evidence. The Court did not grant the motion for
a mistrial, even though the jury was allowed on to occasions to
hear the irrelevant testimony upon examination by the prosecutor.
The double

error had

a substantial

adverse

effect

upon the

defendants right to a fair trial.
The

Court

must

consider

the

context

of

this

damaging

testimony in ruling on the denial of the motion for mistrial. The
only independent evidence other than the intercepted telephone
calls was the evidence of LeMaster and Gonzales. The weight of the
error should be balanced on the scales with the circumstantial
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aspect of the inculpatory evidence.
XI
CONCLUSION AND REQUEST FOR RELIEF
The appellant has presented two basic grounds for reversal.
First, the errors and rulings in relation to the intercepted
communications; and, secondly, the substantive and trial issues.
If

this

Court

rules

that

the trial

court

should

have

suppressed the seized communications, a reversal will require an
entry of judgement of acquittal because the wiretaps form the
entire basis for the verdict.

The only exception would be a

reversal for the Court to enter sufficient findings of fact or
grounds for the blanket denial of the motion to suppress.
The insufficiency of the evidence also calls for a reversal
for an entry of judgement of acquittal.

The evidence of the

intercepted communications do not form the basis of a criminal
offense and the defendant cannot be retried on the same evidence.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this

day of November, 1990.

RANDALL GAITHER
Attorney for APPELLANT
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MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that two true and correct copies of the
foregoing was mailed postage prepaid to Attorney Generalfs Office,
236 State

Capitol Building,

Salt Lake City, Utah

depositing the same in the U.S. Mail
DATED this

day of November, 1990.
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APPENDUM
Included in this appendum are the following:
1. A copy of the application and order authorizing the wiretap.
2. Copies of transcripts of the intercepted calls for each count:
COUNT

DATE

TRANSCRIPT
143

(3rd Degree Felony)

3\21\1989

18

(3rd Degree Felony)

8

3\22\1989

58

(3rd Degree Felony)

11

3\24\1989

175

(3rd Degree Felony)

12

4\2\1989

606

(3rd Degree Felony)

13

4\13\1989

14

4\3\1989

624

(3rd Degree Felony)

15

4\8\1989

902

(3rd Degree Felony)

18

4\14\1989

1339

19

4\15\1989

1502\1513

3

3\23\89

7

621\639

40
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((2nd
2l
degree, Dan Lemaster)
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STEVEN B. KILLPACK, #1808
UTAH COUNTY ATTORNEY
100 East Center, Suite 2100
Provo, Utah 84606
Phone: 370-8026

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

STATE OF UTAH,

EX PARTE,

IN THE MATTER OF:

:

Telephone Number (801) 373-2703 :
listed to Roxanne Peterson, aka
Janell Peterson, at the address :
of 1947 North 750 West (Carterville
Road), Provo, Utah
:

COMES NOW

APPLICATION FOR AN EX PARTE
ORDER AUTHORIZING
INTERCEPTION OF WIRE
(TELEPHONIC) COMMUNICATIONS
TO AND FROM TELEPHONE NUMBER
(801) 373-2703
Case No. CR 89-38

Steven B. Killpack, the duly elected and

qualified County Attorney for Utah County by and through James R.
Taylor, Deputy Utah County Attorney, specially designated and
appointed for the submission of this application, and applies for
an order authorizing or approving the interception of a wire or
oral communication.

This application is made pursuant to Section

77-23a-l, et. seq., Utah Code Annotated, 1953 as amended, and is
based on the following:
1.

That he, James R. Taylor, has been duly authorized

as a Deputy Utah County Attorney to submit this application
pursuant to state law by the attached affidavit, marked Exhibit

A, of Steven B. Killpack, the duly elected County Attorney in and
for Utah Countyf State of Utah.
2.

That he has read the sworn affidavit of Keith

Teuscher, a peace officer with the Provo City Police Department,
and that he is known to him to be a sworn peace officer of the
State of Utah.
3.

That he believes the information contained in the

aforementioned affidavit, which is hereby incorporated by
reference, indicates that crimes involving dealing in narcotic
drugs, marijuana, or other dangerous drugs, are being committed
or will be committed in the future.
4.

That he, based upon the foreging, believes that

evidence of the described crimes may be obtained by interception
of wire (telephonic) communications and further, makes an
application for an ex parte order authorizing the interception of
such communications pursuant to Section 77-23a-10, Utah Code
Annotated, 1953 as amended.
5.

The objective of this application is to identify

those persons or their co-conspirators who are either
specifically named herein or are as yet unidentified or unknown
who receive, distribute, sell, transport, supply, order,
negotiate for, take orders for, purchase or arrange to purchase
narcotic drugs, marijuana, or other dangerous drugs through Ross
F. Gallegos, who resides at 1947 North 750 West (Carterville
Road), Provo, Utah, with the above-described Roxanne Peterson,
aka Janell Peterson.

-2-

6.

That the communications expected to be intercepted

are telephone conversations of Ross Gallegos, Jeff Johnston and
other unknown individuals.
7.

That additional communications of persons as yet

unknown but nevertheless relating to dealing in narcotic drugs,
marijuana or other dangerous drugs are expected to be
intercepted,
8.

That communications with the above-identified

individuals are also expected to relate to or reveal involvement
in crimes of dealing in narcotic drugs, marijuana, or other
dangerous drugs.
9.

That the communications to be intercepted are

telephone conversations regarding illegal transactions held over
the telephone bearing the number (801) 373-2703, located at the
residence at 1947 North 750 West (Carterville Road), Provo, Utah.
10.

That other investigative techniques, as set out in

detail in the accompanying affidavit of Keith Teuscher, as
incorporated herein, have tried and failed or reasonably appear
to be unlikely to succeed if tried or are too dangerous.
11.

That the authorization to intercept these wire

(telephonic) communications be permitted for a period of thirty
(30) days, twenty-four hours per day, and not to terminate upon
the initial interception of incriminating conversations of the
named parties and/or others as yet unknown or unidentified who
are supplying or selling or arranging for the distribution or
other dealings in narcotic drugs, marijuana or other dangerous
drugs.
-3-

12.

Based upon the facts contained in the sworn

affidavit of Keith Teuscher, incorporated fully herein by
reference, there is probable cause to believe that this is an
ongoing criminal conspiracy engaged in the sale, purchase, or
other criminal activity in connection with controlled substances
that additional communications of the same type sought to be
intercepted will occur after the initial incriminating
communications have been obtained.
13.

That the only previous application to intercept

communications involving the telephone referred to herein is the
application for a pen register, dated February 2, 1989, pursuant
to which an order authorizing a pen register was issued by the
court on February 2, 1989.
THEREFORE, it is specifically requested that U. S. West
Communications

be directed to furnish the Provo Police

Department, Special Investigative Services Unit, all information,
facilities, and technical assistance necessary to accomplish the
interception including a trap and trace device unobtrusively and
with a minimum of interference with the services that such

-4-

company is according to the person or persons whose
communications are to be intercepted.
DATED this

p

day of March, 1989.

JAMES' R. TAYLOR
Specially Designated Utah
County Attorney

JAMES R. TAYLOR, being first duly sworn upon his oath
deposes and says that he is the Specially Designated Deputy Utah
County Attorney in the above-entitled action; that he has read
the foregoing application and understands the contents thereof,
and the same is true of his own knowledge, information and
belief.
DATED this

/7

day of March, 1989.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this n
1989.

day of

ISTKICT COURT JUDGE

-5-
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STEVEN B. KILLPACK, #1808
UTAH COUNTY ATTORNEY
100 East Center, Suite 2100
Provo, Utah 84606
Phone: 370-8026

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OF UTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

STATE OF UTAH,

EX PARTE,

:

IN THE MATTER OF:

:

Telephone Number (801) 373-2703 ;
listed to Roxanne Peterson, aka
Jane11 Peterson, at the address t
of 1947 North 750 West (Carterville
Road), Provo, Utah
:

EX PARTE ORDER AUTHORIZING
THE INTERCEPTION OF WIRE
(TELEPHONIC) COMMUNICATIONS
TO AND FROM TELEPHONE NUMBER
(801) 373-2703
Case No. CR 89-38

This matter came before the Court on the ex parte
application of James R. Taylor, Deputy Utah County Attorney,
specially designated Deputy Utah County Attorney for Utah County,
State of Utah, along with the supporting affidavit of Steven B,
Killpack, Utah County Attorney, and Keith Teuscher, peace officer
with the Provo City Police Department requesting an order
authorizing the interception of wire (telephonic) communications
pursuant to Section 77-23a-l, et seq., Utah Code Annotated, 1953
as amended, on communications facilities associated with the
following telephone number:

(801)373-2703,

listed to Roxanne

Petersen, aka Janell Peterson, of 1947 North 750 West
(Carterville Road), Provo, Utah.

The Court reviewed the sworn application of James R.
Taylor along with the

supporting affidavits.

The Court being

fully advised in thet premises now finds: ,
1.

That there is probable cause to believe that Ross

Gallegos, Jeff Johnston

and others presently unidentified and/or

unknown have conspired, are conspiring, or will conspire, or have
committed, are committing, or will commit crimes dealing in
narcotic drugs,
2.

marijuana or other dangerous drugs.

That there is probable cause to believe that

interception of wire (telephonic) communications with telephone
number (801) 373-2703 listed to Roxanne Peterson, aka Janell
Peterson, at 1947 North 750 West (Carterville Road), Provo, Utah,
will reveal evidence which tends to show that

Ross Gallegos,

Jeff Johnston and others as yet unidentified and/or unknown have
committed, are committing, and will commit the crimes as
aforementioned as well as revealing evidence which will identify
Ross Gallegos' source or sources of controlled substances, his
methods of operation, the nature and extent of his illegal
activities, which normal investigative techniques have been
unsuccessful in identifying as well as which communication
facilities used are being used in connection with the commission,
or attempt to commit the aforementioned crimes,
3.

That normal investigative proceedings have been

tried and have failed or have reasonably appeared to be unlike]/
to succeed if tried or are too dangerous.
4.

That no previous application or ex parte orders

authorizing the interception of wire (telephonic) communications

to and from telephone number (801) 373-2703 listed to Roxanne
Peterson, aka Janell Peterson at the address of 1947 North 750
West (Carterville Road), Provo, Utah, have been made or issued
beyond a pen register authorized on February 2, 1989.
5.

That there is probable cause to believe that the

telephone connection represented by telephone number (801) 3732703 listed to Roxanne Peterson, aka Janell Peterson, at the
address of 1947 North 750 West (Centerville Road), Provo, is
being used or is about to be used by Ross Gallegos and others in
the commission of crimes dealing in narcotic drugs, marijuana, or
other dangerous drugs in violation of the Utah Controlled
Substances Act, Utah Code Annotated, 58-37-1, et.seq., 1953 as
amended.
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
1.

The Provo Police Department, Special Investigative

Services Bureau, is hereby authorized to intercept the
communications of Ro«s Gallegos, Jeff Johnston and others yet
unidentified and/or unknown by use of a wire tap on communication
facilities bearing telephone number (801) 373-2703, listed to
Roxanne Peterson, aka Janell Peterson, at the address of 1947
North 750 West (Carterville Road), Provo, Utah,
2,

That the interception of telephone communications

is hereby authorized on communication faciities, particularly
described as telephone facilities bearing the telephone number
(801) 373-2703, listed in the name of Roxanne Peterson, aka
Janell Peterson, at the address of 1947 North 750 West
(Carterville Road), Provo, Utah,

-3-

3.

That in accordance with the findings of this order,

any wire (telephonic) communications establishing, intending to
establish, or concerning the date, time, place, and manner, in
which the said Ross Gallegos, his identified co-conspirators
listed above, and others as yet unidentified and/or unknown
Mneive, purchase, sell, distribute, transgort^, order, negotiat-p
for, or take orders for narcotics, marijuana or other dangerous
drugs in violation of the laws of the State of Utah may be
intercepted.

This interception may include evidence of the

soliciting, requesting, commanding, encouraging, arranging, or
intentionally aiding in the commission of the crimes described.
4.

That the authorization is given to anv officer or

emoloyee of Provo City Police Department, to James R. Taylor or
other Deputy Utah County Attorneys and peace officers of the Utah
County Sheriff's Department under the direction of Lieutenant
Keith Teuscher to intercept or assist in the interception of the
above described communications.
5.

That this order authorizing the interception of

wire (telephonic) communications be executed as soon as
practicable commencing March 21, 1989, at 12:00 noon and shall
proceed until the objective is achieved.

The objective of this

interception shall be, first, to determine the dates, times,
methods, procedures and other details of illegal transactions
between Ross Gallegos and those persons identified in paragraph
one, preceding.

It is also the objective of this interception to

determine the identities of persons as yet unknown who may be
involved in criminal tranactions dealing in narcotics, marijuana

-4-

or dangerous drugs with Ross Gallegos.

The objective shall

include determining, for those persons who shall be determined,
the dates, times, methods, procedures and other details of
illegal transactions.

This order authorizing the interception of

wire (telephonic) communications shall not automatically
terminate upon the initial receipt of incriminating conversation
but shall continue until enough evidence is obtained to
accomplish the objectives herein stated, but in no event shall
the authorization to intercept communications extend longer than
thirty (30) days past March 21, 1989, unless a specific extension
is granted by the court upon a finding of the court that this is
a continuing criminal enterprise and that there is probable cause
to believe that the communications sought to be intercepted will
continue after the initial interception.
6.

That all

communications intercepted by virtue of

this authorization shall be, if possible, recorded on tape, wire,
or other comparable device, and such recording shall be done in
such a way as to protect the recording from editing or
alteration.

Immediately upon expiration of the period of this

order, or extensions thereof, such recording shall be made
available to the court issuing this order and shall be sealed
under the court's directions.

The custody of such recording

shall be given to the Provo Police Department and maintained in
accordance with the order of this court.

No recording obtained

as a result of this order shall be destroyed except on or'ler of
this court, and in any event shall be kept for ten (10) years.

7.

That all communications incepted pursuant to this

order shall be monitored personally,;and such monitoring pursuant
to this. crde£ must. be~JL&rminat<sd upon discovery that the
conversation*is not relevant to the provisions of this order.
B,

That the custody of the application, affidavits,

and order submitted herein shall be in accordance with Section
77-23a-l, et seq., Utah Code Annotated, 1953 as amended.

The

existence of such application, affidavits, and this order she'l
be sealed and disclosed only upon showing of good cause befovj
this court or a court of competent jurisdiction, and the sam<3
shall not be destroyed except upon order of this court or a c.urt
of competent jurisdiction, and in any event shall be kept for ten
years, in accordance with Section 77-23a-l et seq., Utah Code
Annotated, 1953 as amended.
9.

That this order shall be deemed executed when \.!.j

objective in the authorization herein granted is achieved, but in
any event written report shall be made to this authorizing court
on a regular basis, at least once a week, at which time the
authorizing court shall shall determine if the order authorizing
the interception of wire (telephonic) communications shall be
renewed pending the next report, provided the objective of the
authorization herein granted has not been acheived.

These

written returns will be submitted at least once a week, unless
the court, upon hearing the oral rep^f. ^ f

y

°it,h

T

^^hftr,

extends the time for receiving the written report- .
must contain the following information:

These returns

a.

Whether any of the conversations expected to

be overheard were intercepted.
b.

Whether these conversations were recorded and,

if not, an explanantion as to why not.
c.

Whether the conversations disclosing evidence

of other crimes were intercepted.
d.

Whether the authorized interceptions have

achieved their purpose and have been terminated and, if not, a
summary of the conversations intercepted sufficiently detailed to
enable the issuing judge to determine whether the objective has
been accomplished.
10.

That the objectives of the authorization herein

granted are to identify those persons or their co-conspirators
who are either specifically named herein or are as yet
unidentified or unknown who receive, distribute, sell, transport,
supply, order, negotiate for, take orders for, purchase or
arrange to purchase narcotics, marijuana or other dangerous drugs
in violation of Utah law from or through Ross Gallegos and to
compile any evidence in connection with said transactions or in a
conspiracy to commit, or the soliciting, requesting, commanding,
encouraging, or intentionally aiding in the commission such
crimes.
11.

That U.S. West Communications, Inc., is hereby

directed to to furnish the Provo City Police Department, Special
Investigative Services Bureau, forthwith all information,
facilities, and technical assistance necessary to accomplish the
interception unobtrusively including a trap and trace device and

with minimum interference with the services the company is
according the person or persons whose communications are tc bo
intercepted.

UN S<> West Communications, Inc., shall be

compensated for the furnishing of such facilities of technical
assistance by the Provo City Police Department, Special
Investigative Services Bureau, at the prevailing rates.
12.

U. S. West Communications, Inc., its officer::: and

employees are further ordered not to disclose to anyone the
existence of this order, the fact that a wire tap has been
ordered for the telephone number indicated herein, the r.sscLiccice
given pursuant to this order, or any other information reg.:*..-•.:.;.ng
this order without further order of this court or a court c:
competent jurisdiction*
13.

That authorization is given to the authoriz :•...:

employees of U. S. West Communications, Inc., to intercept .c
assist in the interception of the above-described communicc

ns

for the limited purpose of making sure that the equipment cc
working properly.
14.

That the furnishing of said information,

facilities, and technical assistance shall terminate thirt

0)

days from the date of this order unless otherwise ordered c cliis
court.
DATED t h i s

Z / 7 day of March,

/

/—

1989.

BY^THTilCOURT:

-DISTRICT COURT JUDGE

Count 3

TRANSCRIBED CONVSRSATION
CALL #143
COUNTER
PG 1 OF 2 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -TARGET PHONE —
CASE NUMBER -DATE
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
TIME ON HOOK
INCOMING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS
PHONE BUSY?

173 - 197
ROSS GALLEGOS
801-373-2703
8900643
03-24-89
377-4765
103702
103807
YES
NO

MINIMIZATION TIMES)
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
NIELSEN / JOHNSON
SCRIBE»
NIELSEN

#1

M MALE CHILD

#2

M MIKE OVARD

#3

M ROSS GALLEGOS

#4

M/F

1

Hello

2

Hi, vhere's Ross?

1

Who's this?

2

This Mike.

1

Mike who?

2

Ovard.

1

Mm K, hold on.

3

Hello.

2

Whatta ya doin Ross?

3

Hey, what's up Mike?

2

What happened to ya yesterday?

3

Where?

2

To that, smoke.

3

Oh, nothin came through.

2

Oh, really.

Mike Ovard (Background noise child)

That's what I figured.

3

Yeah

2

Yeah.

3

They. . •

2

Line up an elbow?

3

Ah, no

2

No?

3

Nn not nothin' right off hand.

2

Oh, really? Why don't you check it out for me and check
around or whatever.

3

OK

2

Ya know.

3

I can do that.

2

OK?

3

OK.

2

So ah just.

3

OK Bud.

2

Alrighty?

3

Alright.

2

OK

2

Bye

3

Bye

Geez, can ya

I'll probably be home ya know.

Count

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #18
COUNTER 111 - 127
PG 1 OF 2 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -- ROSS GALLEGOS
TARGET PHONE -- 801-373-2703
CASE NUMBER -- 8900643
DATE
03-21-89
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
16-02-57
TIME ON HOOK
16-03-39
INCOMING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS 2
PHONE BUSY?

MINIMIZATION TIMES!
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:

#1

F

#2

ROSS GALLEGOS

#3

M/F

#4

M/F

1

Hello

2

Hi

1

Hi

2

What'a ya doln?

1

Just layin here.

2

Are ya layin here?

1

Yeah on the couch (laugh).

2

Should I go?

1

(Laugh)

2

Urn do you want to make a lunch real fast to take to work?

1

Um-huh.

2

What do we got?

1

Uh

2

I want devils food.

1

Oh yeah.

JANEL

SCRIBE:

K. PARKER

Smart ass.

What do ya want?

7

2

And some c h i p s

1

K

2

And make me a sandwich to go right now so when I pick up my
lunch I eat that.

1

K

2

And 2 sandwiches and some chips

1

K.

2

Yeah.

1

Thank you.

2

K.

1

Bye

Will you bring me home a scoop?

Bye.

Count 8

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #58
COUNTER 262 - 285
PG 1 OF 2 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -- ROSS GALLEGOS
TARGET PHONE -- 801-373-2703
CASE NUMBER -- 8900643
DATE
03-22-89
NUMBER DIALED
375-1936
TIME OFF HOOK
14-05-19
TIME ON HOOK
14-06-30
OUTGOING
ANSWERED?
YES
NUMBER OF RINGS 2
PHONE BUSY?
NO

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
K. MORALES
SCRIBE:
M. L. WEST

#1

M JEFF

#2

F

#3

M

#4

M/F

1

Hello

2

HI, did Ross show up there?

1

Yeah.

2

Can I talk to him real quick?

1

Yeah.

2

Thanks.

3

Hello.

2

Hi.

3

HI.

2

Your appointment's at 3.

3

What time Is it?

2

Ten after 2, almost 10 after 2.

3

Urn, kay.

2

And can ya, will you bring home a scoop before you go?

3

Um-huh.

ROSS

JANELL

2

OK, what's the matter.

3

Nothin.

2

Oh, Greg called too.

3

Huh-uh, so Where's he at you think?

2

Uh, probably Shelly's.

3

K

2

It was awhile ago, but probably there.

3

All right.

2

OK Bye (walked on each other)

3

Bye

2

(Laugh)

Thanks a lot.

3

Love ya

(background talk)

Did he get a hold of ya?

Bye.

Bye.

What?

Count 11

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #175
COUNTER 177 - 201
PCS 1 OF 2 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -- ROSS GALLEGOS
TARGET PHONE -- 801-373-2703
CASE NUMBER -- 8900643
DATE
03-24-89
NUMBER DIALED
375-1936
TIME OFF HOOK
19-46-36
TIME ON HOOK
19-47-36
INCOING
ANSWERED?
YES
NUMBER OF RINGS 1
PHONE BUSY?

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
ORNDORFF, PHILLIPS, COLLINS
SCRIBE:
ORNDORFF

#1

H

#2

F

#3

M/F

#4

M/F

ROSS

JANELL

1

<UNINTELLIGIBLE)

2

Hello?

1

Hi.

2

HI.

1

What are ya doin?

2

Nothin.

1

Uh-huh.

2

Can you drop off a quarter?

1

Urn, on my way right now?

2

Yeah.

1

Yeah, I guess I can.

2

OK, thanks.

1

Is she there?

2

Well, she's on her way. But see, she's just gonna go
downstairs and get a small one for 20.

Are you at Jeff's?

For Becky.

I'd appreciate it.

1

What's that?

2

She was just gonna go downstairs and get an eighth for
20 cause I couldn't get a hold of you.

1

Is, can somebody give you a deal downstairs?

2

They won't.

1

Did ya ask them?

2

Yeah, I've asked 'em before.

1

For a deal?

2

Um-huh.

1

Did Ty say no to you?

2

Well, for me but not for anybody else.

1

Well, wi wi will for you, but not for anybody else?

2

Yeah, see.

1

Well, then

2

Well, he knows I don't need any.

1

Well how much, how much Ty get a quarter for here?
(to someone at his end)

1

K, so 30 right?

2

Un-kay.

1

Uh huh

2

Un-kay.

1

Bye.

2

Bye.

They'll give 'em to me but

Yeah.

Is that cool?

I'd appreciate it hon.

Count 12

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #606
COUNTER
PG 1 OF 2 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME —
TARGET PHONE —
CASE NUMBER -DATE
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
TIME ON HOOK
INCOMING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS
PHONE BUSY?

3-15
ROSS GALLEGOS
801-373-2703
8900643
04-02-89
374-6903
183732
183800
YES
2
NO

JANEL PETERSON

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
C.J. ORNDORFF
SCRIBE:
T. NIELSEN

#1

F

#2

M

#4

M/F

ROSS GALLEGOS

#3

M/F

1

Hello

2

Hi

1

Hi

2

Whatta ya doin'?

1

Cleanln up the bedroom.

2

Alright.

1

Whatt'ya doln?

2

Nothin', just got done gettin drunk with Jeff.

1

Did ya?

2

Yeah (Inaudible)

1

Do what?

2

Down at dead, we wuz down at dead man's curve.

1

Oh really?

2

Yeah.

1

OK.

(Laugh)
Dead man's curve.

Hey, I'm gonna go to the movies, Fletch.
Bring me home some pot first, OK?

2

OK.

There ya go.

1

OK

2

OK, Bye

1

Bye

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #621
COUNTER
PG 1 OF 5 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -TARGET PHONE -CASE NUMBER -DATE
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
TIME ON HOOK
INCOMING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS
PHONE BUSY?
#1
#3

F

371 - 465
ROSS GALLEGOS
801-373-2703
8900643
04-03-89
377-8525
105006
105344
YES
1
NO

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
JONES / BESTOR
SCRIBE:
FINCH / BOLDA

JANEL

#2

H

ROSS

#4

M/F

1

Hello

2

Hi, Janel.

1

Yeah.

DAN LEMASTER

Is Ross there?

Hold on.

(Background #1 to 3)

(Background TV noise)
3

Hello

2

Hey man.

3

Hey what's up Dan?

2

Hello guy, how ya doin?

3

Not bad at all?

2

So'd ya have fun the other night?

3

Huh?

2

Did ya have fun the other night?

3

Urn you know it.

2

(Laugh)

3

Yeah, it was really fun.

Yeah, it was kinda fun, huh?

Ross.

2

Yeah you really kicked my ass.

Like a wrestlin.

3

We'd wrestled*

2

(Laugh)

3

I got luck.

2

You got lucky my ass.

3

(Laugh)

2

You just threw the moves man, I didn't know moves.
(Inaudible) (Laugh)

3

(Laugh)

2

Your fingers weren't gettin tired, my were.

3

Yeah, I've been working my guitar fingers.

2

That, that's right, you've been practicin your guitar more
lately than I have. (Laugh)

3

(Laugh)

2

That's all he contributes to doin.

3

Oh nothin, just gettin ready to go down to the gym.

2

Alright man.

3

What's that?

2

I was supposed to go down to the gym Sunday.
day Sunday.

3

All day?

2

All day.

3

Really?

2

I woke up at seven o'clock.

3

At night.

2

Uh-huh. (•>

3

Oh wow.

<Laugh)

(Laugh)

(Laugh)

So what's up man?

God do you know what I did Sunday?

I slept all

2

(Laugh)

3

That, that was a good party then, huh?

2

Yeah, it was a good party.
and an (inaudible)

3

Yeah, me neither.

2

Stayed up a couple nights in a row too late doin other thing,
ya know, so been kinda tired man.

3

Uh-huh ( O

2

And a, and a, was kinda like worn out I guess.
needed some sleep. (Laugh)

3

Yeah.

2

Heh, the reason I called you bud I'm tryin to find Villan.

3

The Villan.

2

The Villan

3

What'd ya need?

2

Aaa, you know that?

3

Some white?

2

Yeah.

3

Aaaa he really don't have an address.

2

That's kinda what (inaudible) Blake just said. I just, I
didn't talked to Blake. I talked to his old lady though.

3

Yeah.

2

Urn

3

He kinda like don't have a address, but he's around
somewhere.

2

Any idea where?

3

I have no idea.

2

No idea. You, you can, can you help me out (inaudible) by
any chance?

I haven't partled in a long time

Ya know

3

Well I probably could, but I it probably would be from
Villan.

2

Oh, OK, so some, somebody else though.

3

Yeah.

2

I need like a, a, a little half.

3

A what a small one?

2

Yeah, a little half.

3

Yeah.

2

Like you did that night.

3

Yeah.

2

OK, urn like how, how soon?

3

I don't know.

2

I'm at work.

3

Will would I be going to your work or somethin?

2

Urn, well I was just gonna cruise over and pick it up if I
could find Villan, if I could find him just cruise over
pick 'em up.

3

Yeah, if you could find Villan you wouldn't even need me.

2

Yeah, right.

3

Huh

2

Do you know where somethin, ya know somethin's happen.

3

I know where somethin's happen but.

2

I could just meet ya someplace in a half hour or somethin.

3

I know but I was supposed to go to lunch right now.

2

Oh, really?

3

Uh-huh <•>

2

After lunch?

3

Yeah.

(Inaudible)

Probably, why, where you at work?
Yeah.

But ya know.

2

What time you goin to lunch?
eleven?

You goln to lunch right now,

3

Yeah, right nov, eleven*

2

And then where can I meet you at what time?

3

Probably about twelve thirty.

2

Twelve

3

Is that cool?

2

Where at?

3

Aaa at my shop.

2

OK

3

OK

2

I'll see ya, how bout, how bout one then?

3

Alright, it be cooler.

2

OK cuz Joan's gonna pick me up at one.

3

That'd be better.

2

Get somme shocks on my truck, stuff like that. So I'll
drop her off, then I'll be around one, one-thirty,
somethin like that.

3

OK

2

K bud.

3

K.

Come alone.

2

K.

Thank you.

3

Bye

2

(Pause) Bye

Twelve.

Count

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #639
COUNTER
PG 1 OF 2 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -TARGET PHONE -CASE NUMBER -DATE
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
TIME ON HOOK
INCOMING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS
PHONE BUSY?

251 - 282
ROSS GALLEGOS
801-373-2703
8900643
04-03-89
134708
134828
YES
2
NO

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
MEYER / MORALES
SCRIBE:
K MORALES

#1

F

JANEL

#2

M

#3

M

ROSS

#4

M/F

1

Hello

2

HI Janel, Is Ross there?

1

Yeah.

3

Hello.

2

Hey dude.

3

Hey, what's up Dan?

2

Missed you man.

3

Oh yeah.

2

Went down to the gym and you weren't there.

3

Oh.

2

Shall I come to your house?

3

Huh?

2

Shall I come to your house?

3

Well, yeah, but I don't think I'm gonna be able to get it.

2

Okay dokay man.

Hold on.

It's Dan.

DAN

(To backtround)

I know.

3

Oh, the reason vhy Is because they're, I guess, they're
vatchlng us next door to our shop*

2

Oh's that right?

3

Yeah, ve vent In to confirm it and they didn't even tell us
dude, and ve're bummed. Someone else told us that they...

2

That right?

3

Yeah, and they they was like friends of Jeff's and ve vent in
there and they didn't tell us.

2

No kiddin.

3

Yeah, so like, fucking punks and then and then my bud Wool
goes dovn to the shop and says some lady's staring at him
from out of there. And I go no shit and he goes yeah, and I
go fuck.

2

That's yeah, yeah, cafe across the street.

3

No, the VCR place, yeah the cafe across the street is vhere
ve vent.

2

Huh.

3

No shit.

2

Oh veil man

3

So I better not be making no moves yeah <indiscernable)

2

No vay man, no vay Jose, urn that's vhy they vere looking at
me vhen I vas dovn there. (Laugh)

3

Yeah.

2

I can dig it.

3

K bud.

2

All right.

3

Bye

2

Bye

What a fuckin deal man.

(Laugh)
All right dude.

See ya.

Count 14

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #624
COUNTER 4 - 4 1
PG 1 OF 3 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -TARGET PHONE -CASE NUMBER -DATE
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
TIME ON HOOK
INCOMING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS
PHONE BUSY?

ROSS GALLEGOS
801-373-2703
8900643
04-03-89
375-8944
123709
123853
YES
NO

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
MEYER / MORALES
SCRIBE:
MORALES

#1

F

JANEL PETERSON

#2

M

MIKE WOLSEY

#3

M

ROSS

#4

M/F

1

Hello

2

HI.

1

Yeah.

3

Hello

2

What's up Bud?

3

Hey, what are you doln?

2

Not much.

3

Just got home.

2

Really?

3

We, me and Jeff went Investigating.

2

About what?

3

These people told some really good friends of mine that
the cops is watching me out of a VCR place next, across
the street.

2

Um-huh.

3

But the VCR place is next door.

Did Ross get there yet?
Hold on.

What are you doln?

2

Really?

3

Yeah.
see if
this 1
Johnny

2

Really?

3

Yeah.

2

You know, what cause I went down there today.

3

Uh-huh («•>

2

And and there's like, there's a place right next door on the
south side.

3

Right.

2

And I was walking up there, the lady sitting in the window,
she like checking me out, as I walked up there.

3

Urn for sure

2

(Indiscernible)

3

Yeah, that's it Fast Forward VCR.

2

I was going whoa, like I was sitting there thinking I wonder
if there's something to. . .

3

Yeah.

2

I just felt felt her eyes on me, dude.

3

Really?

2

Yeah, I

3

I

2

Just seen your jeep there you know and I stopped.

3

You saw it there?

2

Yeah.

3

Oh we's across the street in the cafe we's investigating.

So they're friends of Jeffs, so we went in there to
they was going to tell us, see, cause they're so like
- big soap opera and urn, like like urn I seen my Uncle
today and he didn't wave.

I stopped.

I saw your jeep there.

um looked in the windows a minute and the door was locked
and stuff. You know.
3

Um-huh <•>

2

So I just left.

3

Yeah, Jeff didn't open up this morning.

2

Umm

3

He said fuck, have the day off.

2

Yeah, well hey, um, you got a co a reefer or something that
um?

3

Yeah.

2

(Indiscernible) I can

3

Yeah

2

Take till later.

3

Uh huh <•>

2

I don't have any (laugh)

3

Well come on up.

2

OK

3

Bye

I gotta go up to Salt Lake.

Count 15

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #902
COUNTER
PG 1 OF 5 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -TARGET PHONE -CASE NUMBER -DATE
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
TIME ON HOOK
INCOMING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS
PHONE BUSY?

363 - 429
ROSS GALLEGOS
801-373-2703
8900643
04-08-89
375-1936
142451
142727
YES
1
NO

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
JONES / MORALES
SCRIBE:

#1

F

JANEL PETERSON

#2

M

#3

M

DALE TY HERRING

#4

M/F

1

Hello

2

Hi

1

Hi

2

What?

1

God, If you ggg has everybody that's called here for you
gotten ahold of you yet?
Yeah, they found me at Jerry's, SD's.
over.

ROSS GALLEGOS

They found me all

1

God.

2

I, blows my mind.

1

What was you doln at Jerry's?

2

I just dropped in to burn a few.

1

(Laiugh)

2

Has he?

1

Yeah.

2

Anyway, that's cool, I oughta give L.J., I ought to get

Oh, L.J.'s ben callin.

hold of L.J.

But urn, did what's his name come yet, Ty?

1

I don't know.
home. Nov I

(Background)

2

Ooh.

1

Nov you go fuckln do vhat I say, now.

2

Who is it?

1

Brandi.

2

Why don't you call Grandma?

1

The neighbor lady came, huh?

2

Why don't you call Grandma?

1

She's been trying.

2

Oh, vant me ta drop by?

1

M-yeah.

2

Bout ready to kill them.

1

Yeah. The neighbor lady came over, says that they was
cruisin up on top of the garage and her house.

2

No.

1

Yeah. Brandy vas doing it last night, not today.
Rocky and Roxanne, and Buck vas doing it today.

2

(Indiscernible)
eye sight.

1

Fuck, they just barely valked out the door.

2

I knov they're bad.

1

Tell me about it.

2

Want me to come home and totally kick some heavy ass?

1

That vould be nice.

2

Alright.

1

I vas gonna get, just getting ready. I vas going to go
dovn to look at thia trailer at Laurie's trailer court.

I'm sick of them.

Run downstairs and see if Ty's

I've fucking had it.

The phone's been busy.

Huh hon?

But

Nov you can't even keep them out of your

2

Really.

1

Yeah.

2

Alright.

1

Three bedrooms.

2

Sure

1

Soon as I g, I could even have Paco.

2

You can have Paco?

1

Yeah.

2

No way, that's my dog.

1

Yeah.

2

(Laugh)

1

He'8 here.

2

Who?

1

Ty

2

Yeah.

1

K.

3

Hello

2

Are ya comln?

3

Yeah, I'm on my way.

2

OK

3

I had to get Angel to yank me off a job, and that shit.

2

Uh-huh (•>

3

Alright.

2

Just thought I'd find out.

3

You, you're at Jeff's.

2

Yeah.

There's a fenced yard.

Yeah.

Do you want to talk to him?

Hold on.

OK

3

Alright.

2

K.

3

Same as the other?

2

Huh?

3

Same price?

2

Yeah.

3

OK, let ya talk to who's old lady?

2

My old lady.

3

Oh.

1

God, hi.

2

Why would I want to his old lady anyway?

1

(Laugh)

2

Gees

1

Oh, well

2

(Laugh)

1

What was that?

2

Oh, you don't want to hear it hon.

1

(Laugh)

2

Uh-huh, I am.

1

(Laugh)

2

Huh?

1

What are you doin then?

2

I'm gonna, gonna do what I'm doin right now, and then I'm
gonna go home and I'm gonna kick some ass, give you a scoop,
and then go to work.

1

M K

2

K

Let me talk to the old lady.

I don't know.

It's great.

(Laugh)

Smart ass.

So what are you gonna do then?

1

K

2

Bye

1

Bye

Count 18

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #1339
COUNTER
PG 1 OF 4 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -TARGET PHONE -CASE NUMBER -DATE
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
TIME ON HOOK
INCOMING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS
PHONE BUSY?

160 - 211
ROSS GALLEGOS
801-373-2703
8900643
04-14-89
100521
100731
YES
1
NO

ROSS GALLEGOS

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
FINCH / NIELSEN
SCRIBE:
NIELSEN

#1

M

#2

M

#4

M/F

DAN LEMASTER

#3

M/F

1

Hello?

2

Hey man

1

Hey, the phone fell and hung up on ya.

2

Yeah, that's all right.

1

Yeah.

2

Ya had a good time last the other night before last,
huh?

Are you awake today?

Yeah. Buddy of mine knocked on my door about 10 In the
morning 'n woke me up.
2

No kiddln?

1

We did.

2

Yeah, I knov.

1

Fun ones. That's what we'll call em.
until like 8 in the morning.

2

No kidding?

1

Yeah.

We did fun ones

2

That's a (inaudible)

1

Did ya?

2

Huh?

1

Yeah, that's what happened.

2

That sounds like real fun buddy.

1

Yeah and then I went and then I slept.

2

(Laugh)

1

And went to work.

2

Oh, no.

1

Yeah.

2

Oh that's like, like a, like normal people.

1

Like normal people, huh?

2

Get up and go to work and (inaudible).
how to do this. You party all night.

1

(Laugh)

2

(Inaudible) go to work now.

1

Yeah, it sucks.

2

(Inaudible) your wife last night too.
with ya man. (Laugh)

1

Where you, at work?

2

I'm at work, yeah.

1

Where's the channel changer?

2

Huh?

1

I's lookin for the channel changer.

2

Oh.

1

Huh?

2

Do you know where we can a get some real quick?

For like goin on 4.

You goin straigh (inaudible) went to work.

Ya know.

You're figuring out

Cuz she's right there

Hey bud, you know where a (inaudible)

1

Yeah, I probably do.

2

Yeah.

1

But I'm not really to into goin to get it cuz I don't wanna
get none.

2

I'll I'll come over and get ya in a little bit.

1

Huh?

2

I'll come over and get ya if you like.

1

What?

2

I'll come over and get you in a little while later.

1

Oh no, that's alright I'll go by myself.

2

Really?

1

Yeah, I can probably do ya a gamer.

2

Really?

1

Yeah.

2

(Inaudible)

1

Huh?

2

(Inaudible)

1

What?

2

(Inaudible)

1

How much?

2

After lunch.

1

God, let me turn this fuckin TV down.

2

After lunch?

1

Yeah.

2

(Inaudible) lemme talk.

1

What time's that "after lunch"?

2

Urn.

Like a, a game?

You could (inaudible)

I take lunch at like noon.

What?

1

OK.

I gotta run this tape, this porno back up to my bud.

2

Really?

1

Yeah, up in A. P.

2

OK.

1

Noonish sounds cool.

2

Really?

1

Yeah.

2

Noon 30?

1

Noon 30.

2

OK.

1

OK bud

2

OK bud

1

Bye

2

See ya, thank you.

1

Bye

Say like a maybe like.••

So I come over be about noon?

I gotta go pick up some you know money (inaudible)

Count 19

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #1502
COUNTER
PG 1 OF 2 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -TARGET PHONE -CASE NUMBER -DATE
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
TIME ON HOOK
INCOMING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS
PHONE BUSY?
#1

M/F

#3

294 - 327
ROSS GALLEGOS
801-373-2703
8900643
04-15-89
375-5568
172914
173038
YES
1
NO

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
WEST / PARKER
SCRIBE:
PARKER

CHILD

#2

M

ROSS GALLEGOS

#4

M/F

1

Hello

2

Hi, is Ross home?

1

Who's this?

2

Sergio.

1

Who?

2

Sergio.

1

He's (inaudible) it's yours.

2

OK

3

Hello

2

Hello, Ross?

3

Yeah

2

How are you?

3

Hello, what's up Serg?

2

Not too much.

3

Not bad.

< Cough)

Sergio.

How you been?

SERGIO

K hold on.

2

Hey, I

3

Yeah

2

I needed to talk to you.

3

About what?

2

A, get some.

3

Some white?

2

A, a green paper.

3

Oh really?

2

Yeah.

3

Hmm, urn, well, you know where I live don't ya?

2

No man.

3

Up around, University er Cartervllle Road.

2

Cartervllle Road?

3

Yeah.

2

In the same place?

3

Uh-huh <+)

2

OK, I'll be there and talk to you.

3

K

2

OK

3

Bye

2

Bye

Count 19

TRANSCRIBED CONVERSATION
CALL #1513
COUNTER
PG 1 OF 2 PAGES
SUBJECT NAME -TARGET PHONE —
CASE NUMBER -DATE
NUMBER DIALED
TIME OFF HOOK
TIME ON HOOK
OUTGOING
ANSWERED?
NUMBER OF RINGS
PHONE BUSY?
#1

M

#3

M/F

33 - 47
ROSS GALLEGOS
801-373-2703
8900643
04-15-89
375-1936
181718
181801
YES
2

JEFF

MINIMIZATION TIMES:
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
OFF
ON
CALL MONITORED BY:
ORNDORFF
SCRIBE:
COLLINS
#2

M

#4

M/F

ROSS (SERGIO

(Background male talking - I bought one for two hundred from that
guy (unintelligible))
(Conversation while dialing)
2

Ya what, OK, yeah, I know he got busted with forty three
pounds or something.

1

Hello

2

Jeff

1

Yeah

2

Hey, what's up bud?

1

Nothing.

2

Hey, do we got a key there by any chance?

1

Uh-uh

2

Nothing.

1

(Response unintelligibile)

2

I don't know dude, maybe not (to someone in background)
alright. I'll be down in a while.

(-)

Well

1

(Response unintelligible)

2

Bye

